This article discusses the frustrations both sides of the Atlantic regarding security, commercial and monetary policies. It suggests, however, that with the European Community, Japan and the USA all in difficulties together they might now possess the political will to arrest through negotiations a threatening return to discriminatory policies.

In the aftermath of the October war in the Middle East, as the industrial countries grapple with the energy "gap" they had not expected for another decade, there is not room any more to cavil at the inter-relationship between security, commercial and monetary policies, as happened when it was bluntly invoked by John Connally during his stewardship of the United States Treasury.

The emphasis then was on the inter-relationship — on a global plain — between commercial and monetary negotiations. These last have been pushed into the background by the enforced shortages, and the increased costs, of oil from Middle East sources.

Deep Frustrations

Precisely how adverse the implications of the energy crisis will be for world production, international trade and economic diplomacy remains to be seen. But with the European Community, Japan and the United States all in economic difficulty together, they might now possess the political will to arrest, through negotiations, an even more threatening return to the autarkic and discriminatory policies which characterised the 1930s. It is not wholly irrelevant therefore still to be trying to clarify the inter-relationships between the policies that must form the basis of a new international order.

George Shultz, as Mr Connally's successor, removed at the 1972 meeting of the International Monetary Fund (IMF) a major if somewhat incredible misunderstanding of the American view of the inter-relationship between commercial and monetary arrangements. He firmly asserted that currency reforms did not have to wait on "specific trade negotiations" — not that the United States had ever meant any such thing. Much is left to be understood, though, about the inter-relationship, in spite of nodding acceptance everywhere nowadays of its existence.

The misunderstanding arose largely out of European suspicion of American motivations during the 1971 monetary crisis. And European suspicion of American motivations appears to have been just as rife during the 1973 military crisis. Without going into details, there are plainly deep frustrations on both sides of the Atlantic, resulting in part from inflated expectations about how soon the new Europe could assume in international affairs a role of leadership and responsibility commensurate with its size and importance as the world's largest trading block.

American Efforts for Trade Liberalisation

Ever since the Kennedy Round of tariff-cutting negotiations ended in mid-1967, the United States has been preparing — as remarked several times before in this journal — for the next phase in the movement towards an open world economy. More than that, the agencies in Washington concerned with the various aspects of economic policy, being deeply conscious of rising protectionist pressures at home, have been seeking abroad to maintain the momentum of trade liberalisation by getting the European Community in particular, but also other countries, to engage in further multilateral negotiations under the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) on outstanding tariffs, non-tariff barriers and agricultural-support policies. Unfortunately the Common Market was only interested in its accomplissement, approfondissement et élargissement.
Americans have been discovering that the new Europe they had encouraged from the outset is capable of effectively denying them support in the maintenance of the international economic order. But the decision-making process in Brussels has not developed enough for the European Community to be able to speak with a single voice. Increasingly it has become apparent, in the words of Curt Gasteyger, that the Common Market is suspended between economic power and political impotence. It seems incapable of subsuming internal differences to take external initiatives of any consequence.

The Fate of Nixon's Trade Reform Bill

How have these frustrations affected the inter-relationship between the politico-security and economic aspects of international relations? Take the course of President Nixon's Trade Reform Bill in the Congress of the United States. Unless it is passed the Tokyo Round negotiations will not be able to proceed.

The bill has been passed by the House of Representatives, but with the help of amendments to Title IV dealing with East-West trade. In the Administration, however, there is strong opposition to the amendments. Under the amendments, inspired by the Jackson amendment to earlier East-West trade proposals, the United States would be prohibited from granting (a) most-favoured-nation (MFN) treatment to imports from, and (b) credits or credit guarantees on exports to, (in effect) the Soviet Union until such time as the latter liberalises its emigration policies. These last have prevented the departure of Jewish families for Israel and elsewhere.

What has concerned the Administration is that if the amendments became American law they could jeopardise the détente in relations between the United States and the Soviet Union. Yet an understanding between the super-powers is necessary to a lasting settlement of the hostilities between Israel and the Arab countries. And, in any case, American legislation has no extra-territorial effect. It is thus widely thought on Capitol Hill that the prospects for a compromise on the amendments are good.

Readiness in the Senate to compromise on the amendments will be influenced by the readiness of the Soviet Union to cooperate on a Middle East settlement. If the fabric of détente turns out to be a flimsy affair there is likely to be Congressional resistance to any compromise. But the course of the bill is going to be determined by much else besides the state of American relations with the Soviet Union.

For the prospects for the bill as a whole depend, in the end, on developments in American relations with the countries of Western Europe, both as members of the European Community and as members of the North Atlantic Alliance. Foreign policy considerations are critical to the Trade Reform Bill and, as recognised in the American Constitution, the Senate speaks with special authority in the field of foreign affairs.

Unless steps are taken to repair matters, the serious deterioration in Atlantic relations, which came to light as a result of the Middle East war, could produce in the Congress a general consensus that trade negotiations and economic cooperation between the United States and the European Community are becoming less and less relevant. After all, the spirit of the Trade Reform Bill is based on the economic and political interdependence of the industrialised countries of the world. If that underlying assumption is called into question the bill will lose its force and logic.

Monetary and Trade Objectives

So much, then, for the connection between security and economic relations, at least where the Trade Reform Bill is concerned. Assuming the bill is passed, what of the connection between the negotiations on the reform of the trade and
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